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Abstract
In this thesis we explore strongly correlated matter in the framework of
holographic duality. Specifically, we examine the quasinormal modes of such
systems, and we extend the current framework to efficiently and naturally
cover plasmons and other collective modes that may be found within strongly
correlated matter.
The interest in strongly correlated matter is motivated by the presence
of a “strange metal” phase both in high temperature superconductors and
in near charge neutral graphene, both being materials of immense scientific
interest. The strange metal phase is a phase characterized by the absence
of quasi-particles. This implies that conventional methods, such as pertur-
bation theory in quantum field theory and Monte Carlo methods fall short
of being able to describe the dynamics. Perhaps surprisingly, string theory
provides a novel method, capable of precisely describing such systems - the
holographic duality.
With the holographic duality, strongly coupled matter is mapped onto
a weakly coupled gravity theory in one additional dimension, allowing for a
conventional treatment of the dual system.
In this thesis, we extend the existing framework to also describe polar-
izing media. This is explicitly done in the form of new boundary conditions
on the holographic dual, which deviate from previous holographic studies,
and we contrast the quasinormal modes previously studied with the emer-
gent collective modes we find for some studied models. We find new results,
as well as confirm the predictions of less general models in their respective
regions of validity and pave the way for more complex future models.
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What is simple is always wrong. What is not is unusable. - Paul Valéry
This quote encapsulates the very essence of the problem this thesis concerns.
In the study of extreme quantum matter, where quantum mechanical effects
are significant between countless particles and long length scales, traditional
microscopic descriptions fall short when predicting macroscopic behaviour.
However, new approximations can be made in surprising ways, resulting in
a unification between this smallest physics, and the largest – in the form of
black holes. This effective description most certainly is not correct on all
levels – just like any good model – but it works on the macroscopic levels of
interest.
In this thesis, we build upon previous thesis work by the author [1] and
explore strongly correlated matter in the framework of holographic dual-
ity. Specifically, the quasinormal modes of such systems will be examined,
and we will extend the current framework to efficiently and naturally cover
plasmons and other collective modes that may be found within. Matter of
particular interest are graphene and cuprate superconductors, exciting ma-
terials for scientific study in their own right, but here specifically as they
exhibit strong coupling at certain temperatures and doping.
The considerable attention strongly coupled media has attracted by the
scientific community is justified by the immense potential these materials
hold, with high-temperature superconductors arguably being the most im-
portant ones. Conventional superconductivity was discovered as early as
1911, by Onnes [2]. This is a property that many materials possess when
cooled to extremely low temperatures. A superconducting material, as the
name suggests, conducts electrical currents perfectly, and as a direct conse-
quence can freely counteract magnetic fields. There are many interesting and
less obvious consequences from this, some superconductors (called type-I)
completely expel magnetic fields, weheras others (type-II) exhibit flux pin-
ning. This means that the strength of the magnetic field cannot change,
implying that magnets can be locked at fixed distances from the supercon-
1
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ductors, in a stable quantum levitation. Without any energy lost for internal
electrical currents, the material responds to any change in magnetic field by
essentially acting as a repulsive – or attractive – electromagnet to prevent
any change in magnetic field which would be induced by a movement of
the magnet, effectively locking it at a fixed distance. Lossless transport of
electricity, and frictionless transport of wares are immediate, revolutionary
applications of such materials, but their uses encompass also more technical
purposes, such as strong electromagnets and devices for quantum comput-
ing.
A theory for conventional superconductivity was developed by Bardeen,
Cooper and Schrieffer in the 1950s [3], a theory that is now called BCS-
theory and for which they were awarded the Nobel prize in 1972. The
central point of their theory is that electrons in these materials can pair up
into Cooper pairs, which are composite bosons, unlike their constituent elec-
trons which are fermions. As bosons, multiple Cooper pairs can occupy the
same quantum state, which is exactly what happens at low temperatures,
and brings the degenerate ground state that provides superconductivity, see
figure 1.1. The Cooper pairs are however delicate, and are destroyed at
Fermions Bosons
Energy
Figure 1.1: Ground states for a system of fermions and a system of
bosons. The degeneracy of the bosonic system results in, among other
things, a considerably lower energy.
high temperatures. They can therefore only exist at very low temperature,
and the theory suggested it was highly improbable that superconductivity
could be observed outside of cryogenics laboratories. Nevertheless, Bednorz
and Müller discovered the existence of high-temperature superconductors
in 1986 [4] and for this remarkable discovery were awarded the Nobel prize
already the following year. As of today, compounds have been found that
have critical temperatures of, i.e. are superconductive up to, 138K, under
normal pressure. Whereas, this may still seem far from the dream of room-
temperature (∼ 290K) superconductivity, it is worth noting that it is still on
3
the same order of magnitude, and our understanding of high-temperature
superconductors is still very scarce. Additionally, these temperatures are
high enough to allow for superconductivity with liquid nitrogen cooling,
substantially simpler to accomplish than the cryogenics needed for conven-
tional superconductors.
High-temperature superconductors are therefore very promising, but has
so far eluded a proper theoretical description. The most important feature
to understand is the critical temperature, the temperature at which, when
cooled to, they become superconducting. A natural part of this puzzle, is
to also understand what is on the other side of this point: the so-called
“strange metal”. This fittingly named phase is characterized by the absence
of long-lived quasiparticles, and is ruled by strong Coulomb interactions.
Ordinary metals are typically also strongly coupled, but they can be de-
scribed as Fermi-liquids including quasiparticles, which is why the existing
treatment of metals has been as successful as it has. This is not the case for
strange metals, and the absence of long-lived quasiparticles makes the use
of conventional tools such as perturbation theory or Monte-Carlo methods
impossible. There is thus a need for other, alternative models to describe
these materials, and holography is one of very few possibilities that fits the
bill.
That strange metals are essentially an uncharted territory of physics is
another very natural reason to want to study them.
In a similar vein, there has been an enormous interest in studying graph-
ene, since Geim and Novoselov discovered it in 2004 and were awarded a
Nobel prize in 2010. Graphene is a material that is as two-dimensional
as anything can be, only a single atom thick, and has many very extreme
properties related to that. Incredible strength, large conductivities, optical
transparency are some generic ones, with many more specifics, such as e.g. its
electrons behaving more or less as massless particles. Graphene’s immense
potential has led to many aspiring and extensive research project, especially
notable being the EU’s Graphene Flagship project.
And as if that wasn’t enough, under certain conditions, bilayer graphene
can both be superconducting and a strange metal. Near charge neutrality,
graphene behaves strongly coupled, and even though this was predicted
theoretically, the phase itself is difficult to model more exactly. Once more
the holographic approach is motivated, but now for another, very different
type of material.
When studying strange metals, there are many properties that could be
of interest to describe, and many of them are accessible with holographic
tools. In superconductors, the most important properties originate from how
charged particles interact with each other, and thus it was a natural choice
for this thesis to focus on the dynamical charge response of holographic
systems. Specifically, we have considered the collective excitations of such
systems, with one particularly important one in mind: the “plasmon” mode.
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The plasmon is the most easily excited collective mode, and are present in
all conducting matter. As the name implies, they are quanta of plasma
oscillations, and for our purposes, may need two clarifications.
Firstly, a proper plasma is a state of matter that is essentially a gas of
ions. As such it is typically found in superheated matter, where the thermal
energy is large enough to separate electrons from the nuclei. However, in
metals, there are electrons that are free to move inside a lattice of positively
charged ions, and as such the electrons behave much like a plasma (in a
positively charged background) without any large temperatures. It is the
oscillations in this type of plasma we will consider in our studies of plasmons.
Secondly, the qualifier of a quanta is of little use in strange metals, as
they have no quasiparticle description. Instead, we will use the natural
extension and refer to the lowest, propagating and self-sourced excitations
of a plasma as plasmons. In limits where these can be considered long-lived,
conventional plasmons are quanta of these.
There are many reasons to study plasmons; they are a natural phe-
nomenon with many practical applications due to their particular properties.
Their close relationship to both light and electrical currents often make them
ideal when it comes to miniaturization of circuits [5, 6] or making ultrafast
and sensitive detectors [7]. Plasmonics, much like photonics, is a scientific
field in its own right, and concerns the utilization of plasmons in technology.
One particular property of interest for plasmons is that they exhibit a strong
wave localization compared to that of ordinary light, i.e. plasmonic waves
are more compressed than ordinary electromagnetic waves. A material that
exhibits a particularly strong wave localization is graphene [8], which not
only makes it an excellent candidate for various applications within plas-
monics, but also gives another reason to study strongly coupled plasmonics
in this thesis. Since graphene is effectively two-dimensional, there is reason
to study strongly coupled plasmons not only in three dimensions, but also
two, both of which have been the focus of our research.
This thesis is structured as follows. In chapter 2, an introduction to
plasmons (and other types of electromagnetic modes) from Maxwell theory is
given, as well as the predictions from a few common models at weak coupling.
Chapter 3 gives a brief introduction to strange metals, the quantum matter
that is the target for this thesis. In chapter 4, the holographic duality is
presented in its conventional form, as well as the simple and established anti-
de Sitter Reissner-Nordström model. We then start from this conventional
model and step by step expand upon it in chapter 5, which encompasses
seven articles from the publication list. Lastly, the thesis finishes off with
some future directions of this research that I find particularly interesting
and promising, with some current and preliminary highlights. The chapters
are designed in such a way to allow an interested reader to start reading
any chapter, and within each chapter the content grows increasingly more
technical the further the reader gets.
Chapter 2
Plasmons
Plasmons are per definition excitations of a plasma. A plasma is much like
a gas, but rather than having a composition of neutral atoms or molecules,
a plasma is made of charged ions. As such the forces between individual
particles are much stronger than compared to ordinary gasses. Plasma is
often considered the fourth phase of matter, after solid, liquid and gas, and
it is typically in that order they transition into each other with increasing
temperature or, correspondingly, decreasing pressure.
However, this is not the type of plasma we primarily aim to describe
here. We instead consider metals, i.e. solids, but where a rigid crystalline
lattice of positively charged nuclei is filled with more or less bound negatively
charged electrons. If the electrons are not all bound by the nuclei, then one
can consider the metal as a background of positively charged ions, in which a
density of electrons is free to move, very much like a plasma. The movement
of the electrons is typically slow, and as they interact with strong Coulomb
forces, their behaviour is more like that of a liquid. Certain properties can
be well described by traditional hydrodynamic methods. It is therefore not
uncommon that the electron plasma, inside a solid, is referred to as a gas or
a liquid as well. The nomenclature is far from perfect.
Plasmons are quanta of wavelike excitations in this plasma, much like
sound waves. However, compared to sound waves they have a more compli-
cated frequency dependence, with several qualitatively different effects, such
as e.g. highly frequency dependent velocities.
The most fundamental plasma excitation is typically only referred to as
plasma oscillation. Here, the plasma simply oscillates back and forth without
propagating, at a fixed frequency determined by the system, the so-called
plasma frequency, ωp. This can actually be derived rather straightforwardly,
one way is shown in section 2.3.1. These excitations can also propagate if
one introduces a wavelength and they are also commonly referred to as
Langmuir waves.
There are multiple types of plasmons. One way to separate them is
5
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whether the charged particles move in the same direction as the wave (lon-
gitudinal) or in a perpendicular direction (transversal). There are also lo-
calized plasmons (e.g. confined to nanoparticles). There is also a distinction
between bulk and surface plasmons. Bulk plasmons can roughly be cat-
egorized as living in a medium that is homogeneous (or even isotropic) -
i.e. there is no significant difference in different points. Surface plasmons
do not fulfill that criteria. A surface plasmon lives on the interface between
two media (e.g. the surface on a metal, the plasmon has metal on one side,
air on the other). These are also sometimes known as polaritons (implying
they are a hybridization of a charge wave in the medium and a field wave
outside). It should also be mentioned that arguably surface plasmons could
be separated into two categories itself, interface plasmons – where the plas-
mons essentially live on the boundary of a material, with another medium
next to it, and sheet or 2D plasmons – where the plasmons effectively live
in a thin sheet, with different media on both sides. In the literature, the
latter is often discussed in the context of 2D electron gasses (2DEG), but
some sheets, e.g. graphene, have extreme properties that often exclude them
from that category. Specifically, graphene can have a strong coupling and
the free electrons are then better described as a fluid than a gas. This is
often referred to as the Dirac fluid phase.
In this thesis, we focus mainly on longitudinal and transverse bulk plas-
mons and longitudinal 2D plasmons.
2.1 History
While plasmons are relatively difficult to describe theoretically, and were
first so in the 20th century, they have unknowingly been used for centuries,
back to as early as 400 AD. Phenomenologically, surface plasmons are easily
excited by incident light on smooth metallic surfaces where they live for a
short while, before they decay, and re-emit the light. Some wavelengths are
more difficult to absorb than others, which means there will be a coloring
effect. This effect has for instance been used by the Romans to dye cups
and later by adding small metallic beads to stain glass windows to different
colors [9, 10]. As the plasmons move along the surface of the metallic beads
and re-emit the light in a different direction, this method of colouring glass
has the neat effect that transmitted and reflected light has different colours,
meaning the colours change depending on the position of the light source
relative to the viewer.
The underlying physics was of course unknown then. Not until Maxwell
compiled his famous equations in 1861 were plasmons even possible to de-
scribe, and it wasn’t until the 1920s they were “discovered” by Langmuir
and Tonks [11]. In 1956 they were properly described in their quantized
form by Pines [12].
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Today, plasmons are used extensively, enough so for “plasmonics” to
be a proper field in itself [13, 14]. They are used in spectroscopy for sig-
nal enhancing (e.g. surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy, SERS) and in
extremely sensitive detection of nanoparticles (e.g. detection of flammable
gasses in cars and factories).
A lot of the interest in plasmons comes from the large wave localization
they bring, allowing for the miniaturization of circuits and also localization
of energy, which brings the great enhancement in SERS.
2.2 Properties
Plasmons can be well described with classical electromagnetism, e.g. [15],
where the interaction between charged particles is governed by Maxwell’s
equations,







= µ0 J , (2.2)
∇ ·B = 0 , (2.3)
∇×E + ∂B
∂t
= 0 . (2.4)
Here E is the electric field, B is the magnetic field, ρ is the charge density
and J is the current density. ε0 and µ0 are the permittivity and permeability
of vacuum respectively. These equations were found individually, and as such
have individual names with which they are sometimes referred to as: (2.1) is
Gauss’ law, (2.2) is Ampère’s law, (2.3) is Gauss’ law for for magnetism and
(2.4) is Faraday’s law. From these many familiar relations can be derived,
most notably the continuity equation,
0 = ∇ · J + ∂ρ
∂t
, (2.5)
equating the flow of charges to the change in charge density at any point,
and thus the charge of a system is preserved.
It is often convenient to separate the macroscopic contributions from
the response of a medium and the applied fields from the total fields E
and M . We introduce the polarization P of the medium as the response
of an applied displacement field D, the magnetization M of the medium
as the response to an applied magnetizing field H. It should be mentioned
that this viewpoint is generally useful, although there are situations where
the polarization and magnetization are not the response to external fields,
e.g. electrets and ferromagnets. We also separate the different contributions
to the densities, into an induced charge density 〈ρ〉, an induced current
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density 〈J〉, an applied external charge ρext and an applied external current




(D − P ) , (2.6)
B = µ0 (H + M) , (2.7)
ρ = ρext + 〈ρ〉 , (2.8)
J = Jext + 〈J〉 . (2.9)
Where the induced charge and current densities are often difficult to
keep track of as that would require a proper microscopic description of the
materials. The external ones are however very natural, allowing us to write
Maxwell’s equations in a convenient macroscopic way, turning (2.1) and
(2.2) into
∇ ·D = ρext , (2.10)
∇×H − ∂D
∂t
= Jext . (2.11)
Similarly, one can formulate continuity equations for induced and external
charges and currents as well.
Furthermore, by defining the dielectric function, ε, by
D = εE , (2.12)
the conductivity, σ, by
J = σE , (2.13)
one can write the solutions of these equations in a more explicit manner.
Note that the quantities ε and σ in general are matrices. These matrices ac-
count for measurable and important quantities of any medium, furthermore
they are linked to each other by the equations above. They can also depend
non-trivially on the field strength E itself, effectively making the material
inhomogeneous and time-dependent for varying fields. However, in general,
a system can be treated in linear response, assuming small fields and thus
negligible higher order contributions to σ and ε.
With these definitions, one can extract a relation between σ and ε. Dif-
ferentiating the difference between (2.10) and (2.1) with respect to time,
substituting D as in (2.12) and ρ using the continuity equation and J as in
2.9 and (2.13), one finds
d
dt
[∇ · (ε0 − ε)E] = −∇ · σE . (2.14)
In linear response it becomes natural to assume the medium to be homo-
geneous (unchanging in space) and time-independent. A common situation
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is also to study isotropic media, in which the dielectric function and con-
ductivity are the same in all directions. The derivatives then commute with







∇ ·E = 0 . (2.15)
That is, when ∇ · E 6= 0, which is the case for longitudinal modes, the
expression in brackets has to be zero. For individual frequencies, i.e. the
time dependence of E is proportional to e−iωt, this means




It is worth pointing out here that defining the electric susceptibility χP
as






2.2.1 The plasmon condition
As previously stated, there are multiple types of excitations of a system. The
importance of external charges of currents is manifest in equations (2.10)-
(2.11). The excitations we refer to as plasmons are self-sourced excitations,
i.e. they are solutions to Maxwell’s equations in the absence of external
influence. Equation (2.10) then implies that
ε = 0 , (2.19)
which is what we refer to as the plasmon condition, or that the solution is
trivial, i.e. E = 〈J〉 = 0.
It is worth mentioning that plasmons commonly refer to a specific sub-
set of the solutions to this condition that are propagating, or even only the
lowest energy solution of these. In fact, since the absence of external charges
is something that is common for collective excitations, we refer to the so-
lutions as collective modes, however, in general it’s the lowest propagating
collective mode that is of interest, i.e. the plasmon mode.
Another common type of mode to describe are the quasinormal modes
(QNM). These are poles of the conductivity, or the screened density-density
correlator




whereas collective modes are the poles of the full density-density correla-
tor [16],
χ = χsc/ε . (2.21)
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QNMs correspond to solutions where you can have an induced current, even
without an electric field, with a driving external current. They are interest-
ing in their own right, and are closely related to, but sometimes qualitatively
different than, collective modes.
2.2.2 In terms of potentials





Looking at equation (2.2) in the absence of a magnetic field we find
− ε0Ė = 〈J〉 . (2.23)
Without loss of generality, choosing the momentum to be in the x-direction
and choosing φ = 0 gauge, this equation can be written as
ω2Ax + Jx = 0 . (2.24)
Similarly, in Coulomb gauge (with A = 0), it can be written
k2φ− ρ = 0 . (2.25)
For quasinormal modes, J = σE = 0 and thus the condition simply
becomes
φ = 0 , Ax = 0 , (2.26)
in both gauge choices.
2.2.3 Codimension
The fundamental difference between studying bulk plasmons and 2D plas-
mons, is that for the latter, the charges are confined to to a sheet of one less
dimension. The mathematical term for this system is that it’s a codimen-
sion 1 system. It can be shown that for plasmons, the codimension is a very
important quantity, more so than the number of dimensions of the system
itself. One straightforward way to show this is to compute the contributions





4π|r − r′| . (2.27)
1The concerned reader may worry about the instantaneous-looking Coulomb potential,
but will find that it indeed still preserves causality, see e.g. [17].
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Keeping the system homogeneous in all three dimensions, returns the previ-
ous result of (2.25). However, confining the charges to a plane by factoring
in a delta function in one direction yields a different result,
k2φ− |k|
2
ρ = 0 , (2.28)




Jx = 0 . (2.29)
2.3 Dispersion relations
Equations such as (2.19) are generic for any Maxwell theory, but say very
little about the response of any given material. To make a prediction, one
needs to further model the compound in some fashion. Where this thesis
aims to target strongly coupled materials for which no standard condensed
matter theory models are properly available, it is instructive to first consider
weakly coupled matter and the already existing models for such.
2.3.1 The Drude model
The most famous one is probably the Drude model of electrical conduction,
which considers collisions of electrons moving in a positively charged lattice
with a mean free time of τ , without accounting for any long-range interaction
between electrons and lattice or other electrons.






(〈p〉+ Fdt) , (2.30)
that is, the time evolution of the momentum is given by the fraction that
does not collide times their aggregated momentum due to some force F. To





+ F . (2.31)




where e and m are the charge and mass of the electron, and n is the number
density.
For an AC electric field, the force is given by
F = −eE(t) = −eE e−iωt , (2.33)
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and the momentum can be assumed to take the same form, p(t) = p e−iωt,





1− iωτ . (2.34)
















For a propagating wave, E(t,x) = E e−iωt+ik·x, the momentum will once
again mirror the form, p(t,x) = p e−iωt+ik·x, but as the current picks up a
spatial dependence, so does the number density, significantly complicating
the derivation. This means that there will locally be density variations,
which in turn gives pressure variations that will affect the dynamics as well.
2.3.2 Navier-Stokes










E(r, t)− β2e∇δn(r, t) , (2.37)









+∇ · j = 0 , (2.39)
and considering individual frequencies and wavenumbers (ω and k) by im-






ω2 − β2k2 + iω/τ . (2.40)
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with ωp defined as in (2.36). An important thing to note here is that the
scale β introduced by the Navier-Stokes equation is not directly dependent
on τ , but are in simpler systems (e.g. an ideal gas or fluid) proportional to
the temperature T .








which is interesting for two particular reasons. First of all, for small k (and




which is a famous result for 2D materials. Furthermore, the damping term
becomes increasingly important for small k. An expansion in small k, and















Plasmon dispersions can be studied theoretically in various different ways
in different number of dimensions, see e.g. [18] for some other weakly in-
teracting examples, both treated classically and with QFT methods. As
mentioned above, it is not necessarily that the charges are free to move in a
three-dimensional bulk, or that they are confined to a two-dimensional plane
that is of importance for the characteristics of the modes above, but that
they are confined to move in the same number of, respectively one less, di-
mensions than the electromagnetic fields. This means that we would expect
essentially the same behaviour if the total number of spatial directions were
two, rather than the three we experience daily. This may not seem important
for a non-theoretician, but in the language of the AdS/CFT-correspondence
we introduce later, it is.
It is also worth mentioning that due to the close relationship between
the dielectric function and the conductivity (2.16), observations of the latter
can be used to find dispersion relations for collective modes. It is thus a
simple matter to verify that the conductivity found in e.g. [19] also yields the
characteristic ω ∝
√
k dispersion, even though that particular computation
is carried out for the Dirac fluid phase of graphene, which is strongly coupled
- i.e. the arguments in the previous section does not hold.
The same relation has also been found in other studies with conven-
tional condensed matter techniques such as the random phase approximation
(RPA) and self-consistent field approximations [20, 21].
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The 2D plasmon dispersion has also been experimentally observed in
graphene, see e.g. [22–24].
While the 3D bulk plasmon for metals is well studied experimentally, it
has only recently been partly available to observe experimentally in strange
metals with momentum-resolved electron energy-loss spectroscopy [25, 26].
Chapter 3
Strange metals
In this chapter we will discuss some of the problems arising due to strong
coupling in certain materials, often called strange metals.
In the previous chapter we treated electrodynamical response in some
classical models. With a weak electromagnetic coupling strength, these
model works well (for the purpose of this thesis at least). Quantum me-
chanically, the coupling strength has many interpretations, but the most
clear one is a proportionality to how likely a charged particle is to emit or
absorb a photon. This can in turn be expressed in terms of Feynman dia-
grams, where such an interaction is of the form of a particle going in to the
interaction point, and a particle and a photon going away. The likelihood
of each such vertex is related to the bare coupling strength, meaning that
for a small interaction strength, diagrams with more vertices are less likely,
and may at some point be negligible. For small coupling strength, it is
therefore relevant to consider expansions in the coupling parameter, where
to get some arbitrary precision, you can include all possible diagrams with
up to n vertices, as essentially other diagrams are suppressed by order αn,
which is very small, and thus gives rise to a very small error. This is the
foundation of perturbation theory, which is one of the most successful tools
used in condensed matter theory. In a vacuum, the electromagnetic coupling
strength is about 1/137, which is definitely small enough for perturbation
theory to provide an accurate description.
However, in many theories one is not that fortunate. Remarkably, this
is not a problem as often as one would initially expect. For instance in
most metals, the coupling strength is about order one, which would imply
that the higher order terms would not be negligible to any expansion order.
Due to a very fortunate circumstance, they are often able to be described
with Fermi-Landau theory as Fermi-liquids. Liquid here being a keyword
implying that they are strongly coupled, but practically still a continuation
of the weakly coupled electron gas. This holds essentially because the theory
works at small coupling strengths, and while continuously turning up the
15
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coupling constant from small values, the theory passes no poles, no phase
transition occurs and one would thus expect a similar behaviour [27].
However, as stated above, this is not what one would have expected but
rather a common, and fortunate, special case. Metals could just as well have
had a phase transition, which would leave us in the dark about how the next
phase worked. What we do know about this new phase is that it is found
were one would ordinarily expect a metallic phase, but the excitations are
not well described by the electron-hole pair quasi-particles of Fermi-Landau
theory. And from this follows the fitting name of “strange metals”.
Although quantum field theory struggles to describe these phases, there
has been some success with the random phase approximation (RPA) method.
In this method, one argues that, largely from symmetries, that many of
the contributions from the diagrams can be neglected due to cancellations.
Instead a specific sequence of diagrams are summed, which can analytically





Figure 3.1: Feynmann diagrams summed in the RPA. On the left side, in
bold, is the full Green’s function, and on the right side the non-interacting
Green’s function as lines and the interaction photon dashed.
In terms of the interaction potential V , and the screened correlator χsc,
the full correlator χ is given as





This expression is in fact closely related to the similar relation in (2.21),
as the denominator in (3.1) becomes the dielectric function via (2.20) and
(2.16). Although RPA is primarily used for weak coupling, where the con-
vergence can be argued, it has also had some success for strongly coupled
systems, where the motivation behind the approximation somewhat falls
short.
However, where the usefulness of conventional condensed matter meth-
ods is limited, holography steps up as an exceptional candidate to provide
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theoretical descriptions and predictions of such phases. This has been an
endeavor for some time now [28] and has been remarkably successful [29, 30].
There are primarily two different types of strange metals observed, and
they are in some ways related. High temperature superconductors dis-
play that behaviour at temperatures above the superconducting phase, and
graphene (and possibly other newly discovered 2D materials) when doped
to near charge neutrality [31]. As the high temperature superconductors are
layered materials, they are dimensionally related, even though one of them
is a bulk material (i.e. 3D) and the other a sheet.
3.1 High temperature superconductors
High temperature superconductors are materials that become superconduct-
ing at temperatures below some critical temperature Tc, that is large com-
pared to what could be expected from BCS-theory, about 30 K. Where there
is still no comprehensive theoretical understanding of this phase, there exist
partial descriptions, such as resonating valence bond theory. One important
observation is however that the mechanism is not an electron-phonon inter-
action as in BCS-theory, but rather some electronic coupling which varies
between different materials.
After the discovery of the first high temperature superconductor, almost
all high temperature superconductors for twenty years were variations of
that one, layered materials of metallic elements and copper oxides, referred
to as cuprates. Today there are also iron based superconductors as the
second large group of superconductors, and a few oddballs, such as hydrogen
sulfide under extreme pressure.
At temperatures above Tc, cuprates are in the strange metal phase, which
is even less well understood than the superconducting phase. This phase dis-
plays several intriguing properties, such as Planckian dissipation, T -linear
resistivity and a conjectured minimal viscosity [32, 33]. This phase is char-
acterized by strong coupling, possible long-range entanglement and cannot
be described by quasiparticles. This essentially cripples conventional con-
densed matter tools such as perturbation theory and Monte-Carlo methods,
but paves the way for a holographic treatment.
3.2 Graphene near charge neutrality
Graphene is as close to perfectly two-dimensional a material can get. A
single atom thick, it is a sheet of carbon atoms, arranged in a hexagonal,
honeycomb structure. This has some very important ramifications for its
properties. Graphene is, despite being thin, incredibly strong and durable.
It also has some very interesting electrical properties; it conducts incredibly
well, but can be doped to display even further exotic behaviours. There
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appears to be innumerable reasons to study graphene, and it turns out
strong coupling is one of them.
Although it was in the 21st century graphene was discovered and re-
ceived attention, it is actually an old theoretical construction, with a model
treatment as early as 1947 by Wallace [34]. As graphite is well-known to be
composed of multiple weakly connected layers of carbon, a single sheet is a
rather natural construction and exactly what graphene is.
Although a theoretical description was available, it took 84 years before
Novoselov and Geim produced it and verified that they had indeed found
graphene. They were subsequently rewarded with a Nobel prize for their
discovery in 2010, and an immense amount of research has since gone into
the newly born field of graphene physics. For instance, the European Union
started their flagship, investing ¤1 billion into the vision of graphene being
available to consumers by 2025, with Chalmers University of Technology as
its base.
As many materials with extreme and exotic properties, graphene has
some very interesting potential applications. Because it is thin, miniatur-
ization of circuits. Because it is flexible, bendable electronics. Because it is
strong, as discrete reinforcement, and many more.
For the purpose of this thesis, graphene is especially interesting for two
reasons. Firstly, there is the Dirac point. At a specific level of doping,
the Fermi surface of graphene degenerates to a point, and all electrons are
instead bound to their respective nuclei. This results in an effectively neutral
system. Near this point, graphene has shown indications of strong coupling,
making holography an excellent framework to treat the system [31, 35].
Secondly, the 2-dimensional nature of graphene has some very interesting
implications and is the underlying foundation to its other properties. It is




Holography is one of those things in physics that for the uninitiated may
seem like witchcraft, and possibly even to those in the field.
The underlying principle is that of a duality, between a QFT and a
gravity theory in a larger space. The key interest lies in that one of them
can be strongly coupled (usually chosen to be the QFT) while the other
is weakly coupled. Then, on the QFT side, we have a theory that is re-
markably complex, and practically impossible to treat mathematically, even
with the most powerful computers. On the other side, we have something
seemingly unrelated and comparatively simple that we have little trouble
making calculations and predictions for. The duality makes the bold claim,
that they can both be governed by the same dynamics, and the results from
one side, can be translated to the other.
The duality has since it’s inception grown to encompass a lot more than
it’s original formulation, and has with increasing generalization and different
target applications earned many different names. Most of these are still in
use - from the very specific “AdS/CFT-correspondence” as the gravity side
should asymptotically be a negatively curved anti-de Sitter (AdS) space,
and the other side a conformal field theory (CFT) - to the less specific
“gauge/gravity duality” simply denoting what type of theory is on each
side - to the very broad name of “holography” indicating a more hands on
approach where we project one theory into a larger space, precisely like
a hologram. This increasing generality also means less constraints on the
QFT, making the duality more enticing for condensed matter theory.
In recent years, several excellent books on the subject have been written
for the reader that wants to get into the subject [36–38].
4.1 History
Symmetries have throughout mankind’s history always had an almost myth-
ical presence. In art, many forms strive for symmetry, and others strive to
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break symmetries for dramatic effects. In society, we see symmetries as a
naturally just system, worthy of pursuit. Similarly, symmetries play an in-
tuitive and crucial role in physics. The force exerted by one object onto
another is returned with identical size but opposite direction. Gravitational
and electromagnetic forces only depend on the distance to an object, result-
ing in spherical symmetries. Also less obvious, but fundamental symmetries
of time and space, if you conduct an experiment (under similar circum-
stances) it does not matter when or where you conduct the experiment, the
very cornerstone of science itself.
The pursuit of symmetries in physics can seem almost maniacal, but
as records show, has been correspondingly successful. Both in that there
is an intricate relationship between conserved quantities and symmetries
(Noether’s theorem) – conserved energy corresponds to a time symmetry,
conserved momentum to translational symmetry, and many more. Even the
fundamental forces of nature corresponds to different symmetries. A lot
of theoretical physics is based around understanding symmetries, and the
effects of spontaneously or explicitly breaking these symmetries, and has
been the driving force behind theories such as supersymmetry, which very
naturally occurs in string theory, but not apparently at our energy scale in
daily life.
As different physical theories are fundamentally described by their sym-
metries, different theories with the same symmetries behave very similarly,
regardless of how these symmetries arose. This leads to the notion of du-
alities, where simply describing one system is enough, and where you can
translate the results from that system to others that have the same sym-
metries. Especially in string theory these are prevalent, as the underlying
framework has a lot of symmetries (literally supersymmetric), and you can
achieve different symmetries by simply breaking some symmetries rather
than having to introduce new ones.
There are many important and famous dualities in string theory, but
none more so than the AdS/CFT-correspondence, discovered by Maldacena
in 1997 [39]. Maldacena noted that the symmetries of the boundary of an
anti-de Sitter space in a weakly coupled string theory, mirror the symmetries
of a strongly coupled conformal field theory, in particular an SU(N) super
Yang-Mills theory for large N, similar to what dominates the rather poorly
understood quark-gluon plasma of quantum chromodynamics (QCD), where
N = 3.
The discovery was remarkable in it’s own merit, but it wasn’t until
the incredible, verifiable predictions of the strongly coupled quark-gluon
plasma [40] that the discovery got real attention from non-theorists. An-
other significant increase of interest came with qualitatve agreements from
weakly coupled AdS-spaces to strongly coupled condensed matter field the-
ory (AdS/CMT, that is dualizing with an electromagnetic theory). Not only
does there exist applications in condensed matter physics, but there is also
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a need for some way to describe strange metals with huge potential benefits
of understanding and predicting their behaviours.
The original duality was formulated between a type IIB string theory
on AdS5 × S5 and a conformal field theory on the boundary of the AdS5.
Stacking N D3-branes in the 10-dimensional spacetime of the string the-
ory results in the mentioned gauge theory in the low energy limit. In this
limit, the gauge theory on the D3-branes also decouples from from gravity,
and higher derivative corrections to the action are suppressed. The stacked
branes constitutes a black hole, with a metric that doesn’t quite line up with
what is desired. Near the horizon however, the leading order behaviour of
the warp factor does give the correct geometry. This consititutes a second
limit which provides a more reliable gravity solution, which can be mathe-
matically formulated as r  L, i.e. the AdS radius of curvature L should be
large. This radius directly stems from the influence of the D3-branes, and
can be shown to depend on N as
L4 = 4πN l4P , (4.1)
that is, the number of branes (and thus colours in the gauge theory) should
be large. This also directly corresponds to the AdS length scale being much
larger than the Planck length scale lP , meaning that quantum gravity effects
become small. Similarly, one finds on the gauge theory side of the duality
that the effective coupling strength, the ’t Hooft parameter λ, has to be large
for much the same reasons. This in turn corresponds to the AdS length scale
being much larger than the string length lS , as
L4 = λ l4S , (4.2)
suppressing the effects of highly excited strings.
Now, the discussion for validity and reliability of the duality is one of
great interest and importance. Whereas these limits may seem very restric-
tive, and justifiably stirs up scepticism to using the duality as a tool, it is
not a discussion this thesis will spend any significant time on.
It is worth mentioning that real occurrences, such as that the information
of a 3D object passing through the 2D horizon of a real black hole must be
preserved on the surface to not violate the unitarity of quantum physics,
also implies the existence of a holographic duality without such limitations.
Lastly, the duality can also be derived within ordinary gravity theories by
directly studying their symmetries and conserved charges [41]. In those
situations, there are however no guarantees that the theory is quantum
consistent, which is a property that dualities derived from string theory
naturally inherits from string theory and is highly relevant for “quantum
matter”.
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4.2 Models
The way Maldacena introduced the duality has become known as a top-
down perspective. The idea here is to take everything you want from the
field theory (which we will also call the boundary theory) and include it
in a string theory setup, building up a complex gravitational theory, that
very accurately describes the known boundary theory. Another, different
approach is that, since the boundary theory one wishes to describe in the
CMT, is not an SU(N) with large N , one might as well take a known bulk
theory, and see what it describes on the boundary. These are known as
bottom-up models, and they have the benefit that bulks that are simpler can
be perturbed in a manner to include various concepts that would otherwise
be rather difficult to include in a controlled top-down manner.
One effect that is difficult to include in a top-down model is a dynam-
ical metric. To include such effects, one would need to include how the
presence of D-branes would back-react the metric. This significantly com-
plicates the necessary models relative to the commonly used probe brane
models where, under the assumption that the number of probe branes is
very small, back-reaction can to some extent be neglected (hence the name
“probe”). In general, such probe-brane systems have been quite successful,
but for the application of collective modes, the dynamical gravity effects of
the embedding appears insufficient to emulate real plasmons and collective
modes.
Thus, in this thesis, we focus primarily on bottom-up systems.
4.3 Bulk Theory
The strongly coupled QFT and the weakly coupled gravity theory are linked
together by a “geometrization” of the renormalization group scale of the
QFT. This essentially means that one adds a new “energy dimension” to
the QFT, and in that extended spacetime the gravity theory lives. This
naturally gives a notion of a boundary theory (the QFT) and a bulk theory
(the gravity theory).
In the other end of the energy dimension, one finds a black hole. This
black hole corresponds to the temperature of the boundary theory, where
the black hole has a matching Hawking temperature. It should be noted
however that the black hole has an infinite extension, unlike black holes
astronomers may find. A “real” black hole is in this setting referred to as a
spherical black hole, i.e. it located at some point and extends some distance
away to what is known as its horizon. A holographic black hole is infinitely
extended in all dimensions but the energy one, and extends some (finite)
distance also in that one. If the boundary has two spatial directions, the
black hole is located on a mathematical plane and is thus called planar, as
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pictured in figure 4.1. As such, it would arguably be more fitting to refer to
them as black planes, or as is done in string theory, black branes. We opt,
as is often done, to keep the familiar terms, even in calling the distance to
the black hole a radial distance.
Figure 4.1: The basic holographic setup. To the left, at the “bottom” is
the horizon of a (planar) black hole, and the gray surface to the right is
referred to as the boundary. The volume in between is referred to as the
bulk.
A non-zero chemical potential on the boundary, is similarly reflected in
the charge of the black hole, and can be read off as the boundary value of the
gauge potential in the bulk. Other quantities of the boundary theory can be
similarly translated from the bulk theory, according to what is commonly
referred to as the holographic dictionary.
The essence of this dictionary is formally captured in the famous Gubser-
Klebanov-Polyakov-Witten (GKPW) formula, which equates the generating
functional of the boundary theory to the partition function of the bulk the-
ory,
ZQFT [{hi(x)}] = ZGravity[{hi(x)}]. (4.3)











matches the partition function of the bulk theory with a bulk field φi, cor-
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This is visually represented in figure 4.2.
φ
hO
Figure 4.2: The holographic dictionary: A bulk field φ’s boundary value
h, is the source of a QFT operator O. As an example, a bulk electric flux
from a charged black hole yields a charge density in the boundary theory.
The temperature and chemical potential are in many ways the funda-
mental building blocks for a holographic description. In the bulk, they are
linked together via the Einstein-Maxwell action with a cosmological con-
stant, Λ, that ensures the asymptotic AdS geometry. This yields the familiar
Lagrangian
LME = −14FµνFµν + 12(−2Λ +R), (4.6)
where R is the Ricci scalar found in general relativity and we have chosen
to work in natural units1.
Varying the action (4.6) with respect to the metric g and the gauge
potential A yields a set of equations of motion which can be solved to find
the values of the respective fields at any given point and time. These are
1That is, units chosen such that most physical constants, such as the speed of light,
are one.
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obtained as
0 =−∇κ∇κAµ +∇κ∇µAκ , (4.7)
0 =− Λgµν − 14gµνFκλF κλ + FµκF νκ −Rµν + 12gµνR . (4.8)
4.3.1 Background solution
As it is by far the most convenient to work in linear response, we first need
to solve for a background and secondly solve for a small perturbation around
that background.
While it is also possible to study systems at zero temperature, we opted
to study cases with non-zero temperature, which are experimentally most
relevant. This allows us to define our coordinate system with the “ra-
dial/energy” coordinate z such that the black hole’s event horizon is located
at z = 1 and the boundary is located at z = 0. This effectively means
redefining the coordinates as z = rH/r in the more conventional coordi-
nate system where r = rH is the location of the black hole horizon and the
boundary is located at r →∞.
We assume the background to be static (unchanging in time), and in
the spatial directions, homogeneous and isotropic (unchanging with position
and similar in all directions). In a (3 + 1)-dimensional bulk we can make an
ansatz for the metric as
L−2 ds2 = L−2gµν dxµxν = −f(z) dt2 + z−2 dx2 + z−2 dy2 + g(z) dz2, (4.9)
where f and g are functions of the radial coordinate z, and L is the AdS
length scale,
Λ = − 3
L2
. (4.10)
Motivated by isotropy, we can also make an ansatz for the Maxwell gauge
field A to only point in the time-direction, i.e.
Aµ = L
(
h(z) 0 0 0
)
. (4.11)
Inserting these assumptions into (4.7) and (4.8) yields three scalar equa-
tions of motion,
0 = 4fg + gzf ′ + fzg′ , (4.12)





0 = h′′ , (4.14)











h(z) = µ−Qz , (4.17)
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meaning that the background has four free parameters, c, M , Q and µ. The
chemical potential µ is fixed by requiring the Maxwell potential to disappear
on the horizon,
h(1) = 0⇒ µ = Q, (4.18)
which would otherwise cause a gauge singularity. As we have rescaled the
radial coordinate to have the horizon at z = 1, this in turn sets a restriction
on the mass,
f(1) = 0⇒M = c2 + 1
2
Q2. (4.19)
The speed of light is set by our choice of units,
c = 1. (4.20)
This leads to a single parameter Q corresponding to the charge of the black
hole, that defines the background.
This is the simplest possible bulk model to study holographically. The
solution is a planar charged black hole – a Reissner-Nordström (RN) black
hole. The boundary theory is referred to as an RN-metal, which should be
noted is only a well defined theoretical form of matter, but it should be a
fairly good qualitative description of many strongly coupled electron gasses.
It is worth mentioning here that we have chosen the bulk theory to be
(3 + 1)-dimensional, which means the boundary will only have two spatial
coordinates (with time being the “+1”). This may seem more natural for
studying surface modes than modes in a bulk, where the charges would
normally be free to move in three spatial directions. This is done primarily
to simplify things, as in one additional dimension, the Maxwell field exhibits
a logarithmic divergence at the boundary. This can be carefully regularized,
but those extra steps are not expected to yield significantly different results.
Thus it is common to avoid them by studying a (2+1)-dimensional boundary
theory, which is what we have chosen to do here.
4.3.2 Perturbation solution
Having solved the relatively simple background, we now turn to a pertur-
bation of this background. The purpose of this is to analyze the dynamics
in linear response. The dynamics are otherwise rather difficult and compu-
tationally expensive to compute in their full non-linear glory. Working in
linear response however, we assume that the changes are small relative to
the background. This means that if the perturbations are of order ε, then
we can neglect any terms of order ε2 and higher, since they would then be
very small.
This also allows us to Fourier transform our eventual solution meaning we
can analyze individual wavelengths and frequencies from the start. Without
loss of generality, we assume the wave to travel in the x-direction, which
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implies that the time and spatial dependence (on non-radial coordinates)
will be ∝ e−iωt+ikx, where we have introduced ω as the angular frequency
and k as the wavenumber.
Since the theory is invariant under diffeomorphisms, we can choose to
work in radial gauge, i.e. the components δgµz, (µ= t, x, y, z) and δAz can
be set to zero. Also, as the background is invariant under parity, y → −y,
we can chose to study the longitudinal (δgtt, δgtx, δgxx, δgyy, δAt, δAx) and
transversal (δgty, δgxy, δAy) response separately.





δgtt(z) δgtx(z) δgty(z) 0
δgtx(z) δgxx(z) δgxy(z) 0
δgty(z) δgxy(z) δgyy(z) 0





−iω+kx ( δAt(z) δAx(z) Ay(z) 0
)
. (4.22)
Perturbing the background solution, i.e. gµν → gµν+δgµν and Aµ → Aµ+
δAµ, equations (4.7) and (4.8) become vastly more complex than previously.
However, since we are considering linear response we can discard terms of
order ε2 and higher, drastically simplifying the system. Furthermore, order
ε0 is already solved by the background solution.
We are left with a system of nine coupled second order linear ODEs
(from the gtt, gtx, gty, gxx, gxy, gyy, At, Ax and Ay components) as well as
five constraint equations (from the gtz, gxz, gyz, gzz and Az components)
that serves as a check, as they should hold true if we could actually make
the choice of radial gauge we made above. The equations are still rather
lengthy, but are included in appendix A for the curious reader.
These equations cannot be solved analytically, and have to be solved
numerically2. The form of the background provides a specific challenge for a
numerical solution as the horizon needs to be addressed. There are multiple
ways of dealing with this. From a theoretical standpoint, a coordinate switch
to Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates solves the issue, but from a practical
standpoint, it is more convenient to factor out an exponential term in the
fields and in the equations amounting to a Frobenius expansion.
This is simply done by making an ansatz
δAt = (1− z)iαδA∗t , (4.23)
· · ·
for the fields, where the star indicates the (regular) field post Frobenius
expansion. This ansatz is then inserted into the equations of motion, which
2The numerics of the articles this thesis is based on were carried out in Mathematica,
and to various degrees utilizing the packages xAct [42] and xTras [43].
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are subsequently expanded as a series near the horizon. One finds that two
choices of α gives non-trivial solutions, these are frequency dependent, and
explicitly one gets near the horizon
δAt = (1− z)±
2iω
6−Q2 δA∗t . (4.24)
· · ·
As the singularity arises from the metric component f , it may be preferable
to use f(z) as a base rather than (1−z), which is a common choice for these
types of studies. Both the positive and the negative exponent correspond to
mathematical solutions, but only the negative one yields physical solutions
as the exponent can be interpreted as out-going and in-falling solutions, of
which only the latter is sensible in regards to a black hole.
In the process of expanding the fields, the singular behaviour of f and
g eliminates multiple degrees of freedom. Nine coupled second order ODE’s
are expected to be defined up to initial values of each field and their first
derivative, i.e. 18 degrees of freedom, of which one eliminates half by requir-
ing in-falling boundary conditions. Thus, one would still naively expect to
have nine degrees of freedom left, but in this case, there are only four (two
longitudinal and two transverse) – the others have been eliminated by the
singular behaviour at the horizon. The remaining degrees of freedom can be







There are in fact five more solutions that are missed in the treatment
above. They are pure gauge solutions from the remaining degrees of freedom
in our gauge choice, and as such do not need to fulfill the above mentioned
requirements. These are solutions of the form
δgµν = ∇µξν +∇νξµ (4.25)
δAµ = ξ
ν∇νAµ +Aν∇µξν , (4.26)
and
δAµ = ∇µζ , (4.27)
for some ξ or ζ. A similar treatment is made in [44]. These solutions can be
found analytically, but we do not include them here as some are quite long.
Thus, there are nine linearly independent solutions, and any linear com-
bination of these is also a solution to the equations of motion. To get a
unique solution, one needs to implement nine additional boundary condi-
tion at the conformal boundary.
4.4 Boundary conditions
The boundary conditions to enforce on the conformal boundary are closely
related to the boundary theory itself. In a sense, the parameter Q and the
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horizon radius rH that we eliminated from the equations by changing our
coordinate system are also determined by the boundary theory. They are
both closely related to the temperature and the chemical potential of the
boundary theory.
The (Hawking) temperature can be identified by Wick rotating. Near








The holographic dictionary identifies the boundary field strength F and the












from the bulk field strength F and the bulk induction tensor W (composed
by E,B and D,H respectively). Here we have introduced the parameter λ
which relates the coupling strength for electromagnetism on the boundary
theory with the one in the bulk. They do not necessarily have to be equal








That means, given a specific chemical potential µ and a temperature T on
the boundary, there exists values of rH and Q in a the bulk that yields
those values on the boundary. As the horizon radius does not enter into the
ODE’s we solve, it is convenient to use the dimensionless quantity µ/T on
the boundary to describe different boundary theories as it only depends on
Q.
This means that (up to rescaling), all RN-metals at the same µ/T behave
similarly. Furthermore, the charge density can also be uniquely determined
from the holographic dictionary in terms of the chemical potential and the














6λµ2 + 16π2T 2 . (4.31)
This constraint does not hold for most boundary theories, so to model more
realistic systems one needs to include another scale into the system, some-
thing that is done in e.g. the electron cloud model we look at in paper IV.
Similarly, the boundary conditions on the perturbations can be found
from properties of the boundary theory. Most notably, since there is no
dynamical gravity in the boundary theory (gravitational effects are generally
negligible in relevant QFTs), the perturbations of the metric components
should vanish on the boundary.
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Similar to how the background field Aµ gives rise to a potential and a
charge density, the perturbations gives rise to fluctuations in these. In the
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= 0 , (4.32)
and these have been studied before, in e.g. [45, 46], and are common to
study in almost any holographic system. Even earlier, in the context of
“real”, spherical black holes, QNMs were studied in [47, 48].
Once a complete set of boundary conditions has been chosen, one can
start looking for solutions to the full boundary value problem. It is worth
noting that as the equations of motion are linear and homogeneous, and the
boundary conditions themselves are also homogeneous, the trivial solution
(i.e. all fields are zero) is always a possibility. This solution is of course
not the desired one, but it does convey an important message – there does
not exist a non-trivial solution to the boundary value problem for any ω
and k. In fact, what is actually sought after is for what values of ω and
k there do exist non-trivial solutions. There exists a non-trivial solution
if the nine boundary values of the nine linearly independent solutions are
not linearly independent. This is most conveniently examined by evaluating
the determinant of the corresponding 9 × 9-matrix – if they are linearly
dependent, it is zero,
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(δgtt)1 (δgtx)1 (δgty)1 (δgxx)1 (δgxy)1 (δgyy)1 (δAt)1 (δAx)1 (δAy)1
(δgtt)2 (δgtx)2 (δgty)2 (δgxx)2 (δgxy)2 (δgyy)2 (δAt)2 (δAx)2 (δAy)2




= 0 . (4.33)
As the calculations are done numerically, one needs to specify some suf-
ficiently strong precision.
Procedurally, this is rather straight forward:
• Choose a background, i.e. µ/T .
• Choose a wave number k.
• Guess a (complex-valued) ω.
• Compute the linearly independent solutions to the equations.
• Examine if there is a non-trivial linear combination of these solutions,
i.e. compute the determinant.
• Make a better guess of ω, repeat until chosen precision is achieved.
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The roles of k and ω can be reversed if desired to - in some context, a
complex valued k may be a more common convention.
It is well worth mentioning however, that in these particular (parity-
invariant) systems, there is a decoupling of the differential equations into
a longitudinal sector (even in y-indices) and a transverse sector (odd in
y-indices), with 6 and 3 equations respectively. This considerably speeds
up any numerical calculation by considering the 6 × 6 and 3 × 3 system
separately, rather than the full 9 × 9 system. Another point to note is
that in the neutral system Q = 0, gravitational and electromagnetic effects
decouple, meaning that these two sectors splits further into a total of 4
decoupled sectors (longitudinal gravitational, longitudinal electromagnetic,
transverse gravitational, transverse electromagnetic), simplifying numerics
further.
4.5 Other holographic quantities
It is worth mentioning that several properties of the system are only available
when not imposing the full set of boundary conditions. For instance, a
computation of the conductivity is a computation of the relation between
the electric field and the induced current on the boundary, as in (2.13) . This
is generally a matrix equation, but considering longitudinal excitations in












If, for QNMs, one imposes Dirichlet boundary conditions on the electric field
(i.e. zero), such a ratio would be nonsensical. However, imposing the other
boundary conditions allows us to find a linear combination of the solutions
for any given (ω, k), unless specifically chosen on a QNM, which can be
used to compute the conductivity of the boundary system. This also then
naturally yields the dielectric function via (2.16), and in this particular sense,
the dynamic charge response has previously been studied in [49, 50]. It is
also especially useful when comparing to experiments, since in experiments
one rarely probes at the exact, complex wavenumber and frequency. Instead,
what is typically done is to sweep over a range of values and plot spectral
functions. This can thus also be done holographically, although as it is less
mathematically interesting it is often omitted. Similarly, computations of
the conductivity and dielectric function can be used to verify specific “sum
rules” that all materials should satisfy [51].
There are of course many more quantities available to holographic meth-
ods as well, but these are the ones most relevant to this thesis. Other quanti-
ties include e.g. entropy and viscosity, between which one of the most famous
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Lastly in this chapter, it is pertinent to say a few words on hydrodynamics,
as hydrodynamics and holography have been rather successfully linked, since
as early as 2002 [53]. This connectedness has evolved into its own version
of the duality, the fluid/gravity correspondence [54], and comparisons to
hydrodynamics is common in a large portion of the holographic literature.
Hydrodynamics is a framework built on two fundamental properties:
• Conservation laws – certain measurable quantities, such as energy,
mass, and charge, are conserved in a system.
• Fluids are assumed to be a continuum – that is, rather than being a
system of discrete particles, they are assumed to be continuous.
This last property resonates very well with the strongly coupled notion of
no (long-lived) quasiparticles. The assumption is further improved by con-
sidering longer time scales and larger distances, that is, at distances much
larger than the mean free path and the mean free time of any constituents
of a microscopic description. Practically, this translates to considering sys-
tems slowly varying over large distances – small wave numbers (k) and small
frequencies (ω). It is therefore in this particular limit that holographic and
hydrodynamic results are compared. Since we are interested in boundaries
with a dynamical Maxwell theory, similar hydrodynamic treatments, such
as [55], are of particular use when comparing results.
Chapter 5
Holographic Plasmons
After the summary of well established results in previous chapters, this
chapter will put them together in a way that hopefully appears very natural
to the reader, as well as highlights the rather natural progress of our research,
as laid out by the papers included in this thesis.
5.1 The plasmon condition
The first insight, and cornerstone of the research behind this thesis, is that
quasinormal modes, the modes that have generally been studied in holo-
graphic models the last two decades, may not be the most interesting modes
to study from the perspective of the boundary theory. This statement is
therefore also the most controversial, and subsequently comes with some
qualifiers.
What is meant with quasinormal modes here are excitations where the
field is set to zero on the boundary. One way to circumvent this is essentially
by a field redefinition, such that if one field is zero on the boundary, the other
satisfies more physically relevant boundary conditions. Adding additional
boundary terms is one way to motivate this, and can be cone both in the
context of double-trace deformations [56, 57] or anyonization [58]. In fact,
this should always be possible if the boundary theory is to make sense as a
variational problem.
If there is some additional known information about the boundary the-
ory, in this case that it obeys Maxwell’s equations, and this knowledge is
not incorporated into the holographic model per default, it may be suitable
to include it in the boundary condition.
If we want to study longitudinal plasmons in a strongly coupled medium,
we know they will obey Ampère’s law,
− ε0Ė = J (5.1)
and from any holographic model we can extract both the electric field
33
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strength E and the current J . These quantities can be read off on the
boundary of the bulk theory, and thus for any boundary theory where one
wishes to uphold Ampère’s law, (5.1) translates into a condition on the
boundary values of the fields – a boundary condition.
Depending on the bulk model, this boundary condition may look differ-
ent, primarily due to how the holographic dictionary identifies the boundary
current from every bulk field that couples to the boundary gauge potential
Aµ,
J µ = δS
δAµ
. (5.2)
However, from a bulk model with only a Maxwell lagrangian including the
gauge potential near the boundary, the current simply becomes proportional
to the sub-leading term of the gauge potential, and specifically in the model















z→0 = 0 , (5.5)
where once again, we’re working in linear response. This equation we re-
fer to as the (longitudinal) plasmon condition, and this boundary condi-
tion replaces the Dirichlet boundary condition δAx|∂M = 0. This boundary
condition can equivalently be derived as a double-trace deformation of the
boundary [59, 60]. With longitudinal plasmons being the most commonly
discussed ones, together with the simplest model possible (detailed in the
previous chapter), their union form the starting point for holographic studies
of plasmons. This starting point describes bulk, or codimension-0, plasmons
i.e. plasmons where the electric charges live in the same number of dimen-
sions as the electromagnetic field, in a strange metal. As such, it is the
simplest starting point to describe the plasma oscillations of the more typ-
ical high-temperature superconductors at temperatures above the critical
temperature.
This model was studied over two papers, paper I which serves as a proof
of concept, as well as highlighting experimental agreement and the math-
ematical reliability of the method, and paper III which highlights the dis-
covery of a “strange” behaviour of the strange metal, in parameter regions
inaccessible to other methods and, so far, experiments. This behaviour takes
the shape of an exotic dispersion in the transition between a system at large
chemical potential and systems at very small or zero chemical potential.
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Although the AdS4-Reissner Nordström metal is the simplest possible
model to describe a system at a non-zero temperature and non-zero charge
density, there is a lot we can learn from studying the RN-model.
In the Schwarzschild case, i.e. Q = 0, we find that of the lowest three
modes in the spectra of quasinormal modes (QNM) and collective modes
(CM), two are identical. These two modes can be identified as the sound
modes in either direction1. Upon further inspection, this is very natural -
at Q = 0 the 6 differential equations decouple into two sets, one consists
of 4 gravitational equations and the other consists of two electromagnetic
equations. Since the QNM and CM spectra only differ in their boundary
conditions in the electromagnetic sector, solutions to the first set will thus
be modes in both spectra.
Turning up Q, lets us follow how these modes change, and we find that
the QNM remains similar, but the CM gets gapped and becomes what is
recognized as the plasmon mode. From this we can understand the impor-
tance of the dynamic metric. The origin of the strongly coupled plasmon
mode lies in the equations of motion for the metric itself, explaining why
probe-brane models in top-down holography have failed to describe plas-
mons. This suggests that any top-down model that aspires to do so have to
in some way take into consideration back-reaction of the brane-embeddings,
significantly complicating such models.
Furthermore, we find that the plasmon mode has a non-vanishing imag-
inary part even at infinite wavelengths, meaning that it is strongly damped.
This is hardly surprising for a quantum entangled system of collective ex-
citations at a non-zero temperature, and is a result of the strong coupling,
compared to where weak and classical results do have stable plasmons at
very long wavelengths.
Lastly, we find that the transition between sound at Q = 0 and a plasmon
at large Q is not a simple one. The most naive way of imagining such a
transition would simply be to “lift” the real part of the mode with Q. This
is not what happens, and it can be argued for in several ways. One of the
more compelling ways is to consider the number of hydrodynamical modes,
ω(k → 0)→ 0, which corresponds to conserved quantities in the theory. By
introducing a charge density with Q, we break a symmetry and should thus
have one less hydrodynamical mode. A small change in Q should mean a
small change in the mode, and thus the change should be located mostly
near the origin. The sound mode is technically two modes, with a positive of
negative sign of the real part differentiating between directions. Due to the
symmetry in both directions, separating the two modes can only be done if
this real part becomes zero, and that is essentially all that happens.
For the mode to then become gapped again, that purely imaginary mode
1Note that these sound modes are not ordinary sound, i.e. phonons in the lattice, but
are phenomenologically similar.
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must merge with another, higher, purely imaginary mode, but since we
should still keep the hydrodynamic imaginary mode (the diffusive mode), it
has to merge with another purely imaginary mode. Once again this is what
we see in our model, and although seemingly exotic with several physical
implications, there aren’t really alternative ways such a transition could take
place.
5.2 Codimension-1 models
The next natural step for the research is to target strange metals in the
same category as graphene, i.e. codimension-1 materials. In this context, the
model described in chapter 4 is arguably even better suited for describing
graphene than it is for describing cuprates. This is true for primarily two
reasons. Firstly, cuprates are rather “messy” materials, with a lot of internal
structure and a layered composition that is not captured in such a simple
model. Secondly, the true number of spatial directions for charges is two, in
both graphene and the model. That being noted, the number of dimensions
for the EM field is also two, and instead of simply applying Ampère’s law
again, the missing third dimension has to be taken into account already in
the boundary condition. This is a rather straightforward integration, and




Jx = 0 , (5.6)
and into that equation we can insert the holographic results. This work is
carried out in paper II.
Once again, although it is the simplest possible model, and with some
corners cut in order to confine charges to a plane while the electromagnetic
fields are allowed to propagate in the full space, it is remarkable how well
the model performs.
For neutral systems, due to how the boundary conditions are constructed,
the sound mode is preserved as it lies in the gravitational sector, just as for
bulk systems.
In charged systems, we find the characteristic
√
k-dispersion of 2DEG
materials, but as we are once again free to change the charge Q, we can
examine more closely how such a transition would look like for small charge
densities. Although we find no surprising additional effects, it is noteworthy
how well the model captures the results of other methods that are only
valid in some extreme limits [61, 62], while smoothly transitioning between
them in the intermediary regions where no proper descriptions were available
before.
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5.3 The electron cloud
The RN bulk model that has been covered up to this point is a rather simple
model, and may for some considerations be just a bit too simple.
The fact that we cannot tune temperature, chemical potential and charge
density as three independent parameters and effectively only have one pa-
rameter is an apparent weakness. To address this, one would need to imple-
ment additional scales in the system.
Another important note is that if the bulk theory supports charged par-
ticles, the RN black hole is unstable [63–65]. If the temperature of the black
hole is decreased (Q is increased), the local chemical potential in the bulk
is eventually large enough to support a density of such charged particles,
leading to pair production and hence an instability. The extremal solution
(Q =
√
6) is then never reached. This is in essence a good thing; the ex-
tremal solution has other problems which arise when there is effectively a
double event horizon. However, it does mean that the static RN bulk back-
ground is not sufficient at low temperatures. This feature is well established
and if the particles are charged scalars, the bulk scalar condenses at low
temperatures, which is what results in holographic superconductors [66, 67].
If instead the charged particles in the bulk theory are fermions, the bulk
may for large enough Q support a density of those at a distance outside
of the horizon, as in figure 5.1. We refer to such a setup as an “electron
cloud”[68]. It is worth noting that these charged particles are not the same
as the electrons on the boundary, but merely a name reflecting their nature.
Gradually decreasing the temperature increases the extent of the cloud and
ultimately, the bulk collapses into an “electron star” [69], which has several
similarities to a neutron star.
That collapse is however of limited interest here for several reasons.
Firstly, if the bulk also supports a scalar of greater mass, then that would
also contribute at low temperatures. Secondly, for lower temperatures of the
black hole, the temperature of the electron cloud becomes increasingly im-
portant. From a computational perspective, this is non-trivial as one of the
most important simplifications typically done is to assume that the cloud
is cold. This makes the inner and outer limit of the cloud seen in figure
5.1 well defined. Instead, having a Fermi-Dirac distribution of the particles
in terms of the local chemical potential would mean that for any non-zero
temperature of the cloud, the cloud would stretch all the way from the hori-
zon to the conformal boundary. This causes a wide range of difficult issues,
including the need for a radiative description of the black holes collapse.
Thirdly, by keeping the previous description of the RN hole, we indirectly
close the door of such a collapse as we normalize with the horizon radius,
which would not be applicable in a system without a black hole.
But as a first step in such a mode of instability, the electron cloud is an
interesting model. Furthermore, the mass and charge of such fermions in-






















Figure 5.1: The electron cloud bulk. If the mass of the charged fermion
and the temperature of the black hole is sufficiently low, there will exist
a region between the black hole and the boundary in which a density of
fermions are supported.
troduce two additional scales which would allow us to tune the temperature,
chemical potential and charge density of the boundary system independently.
The Einstein-Maxwell action (4.6) is for the electron cloud extended
with the Lagrangian of a charged, non-rotating, zero temperature, perfect
fluid [70],
Lfl = −ρfl(n) + nuµAµ + nuµ∂µφ+ λ (1 + gµνuµuν) , (5.7)
where ρfl and n are the energy density and number density respectively.
The charge of the fluid particles has been set to unity. φ is a ‘Clebsch’
potential that ensures that the mass of the fluid is conserved. Similarly, λ is
a Lagrange multiplier implementing that uµ, the local fluid velocity, squares
to minus one, as required for the 4-velocity.
The local chemical potential in the bulk is then
µloc = u
µ (Aµ + ∂µφ) . (5.8)
It should be mentioned that this local chemical potential in the bulk can
also be used outside the electron cloud, as it is the factor n that makes
the contribution to the Lagrangian vanish, meaning that it is a well defined
quantity even for the pure RN solution (the contribution from the ’Clebsch’
potential will however vanish). The cloud is supported when the local bulk
chemical potential is larger than the mass of the fermions, m.
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Approximated in the Thomas–Fermi limit, the density of states is
D(E) = βE
√
(E2 −m2) , (5.9)
for energies above the cloud particle mass m, and where β is a parameter
determining the density of the cloud, not to be confused with the β in





D(E) dE , ρfl =
∫ µloc
m
ED(E) dE , (5.10)
respectively. The pressure is then given by the usual equation of state,
p = −ρfl + nµloc . (5.11)
Variations with respect to the introduced fields in most cases correspond
to algebraic constraints, which can directly be used to eliminate fields from
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, (5.12)
with the longitudinal perturbation
δuµ = εL2e−iωt+ikx
(
δut(z), δux(z), 0, δuz(z)
)
. (5.13)
The other new fields are perturbed similarly,
n = n0(z) + εe
−iωt+ikxδn(z) , (5.14)
φ = φ0(z) + εe
−iωt+ikxδφ(z) , (5.15)




= ρ0(z) + εe
−iωt+ikxµ0 δn(z) . (5.16)





′ + 2fp′ = 0 , (5.17)
4fg + fg2(p0 + ρ0)z
2 + gzf ′ + fzg′ = 0 , (5.18)




= 0 , (5.19)
−2
√
fgn0 + z(p0 + ρ0)gh
′ + 2h′′ = 0 , (5.20)
and can no longer be solved analytically. The fluid Lagrangian introduces
one additional ODE to solve for the perturbations; for δφ inside the cloud.
The obtained perturbation equations of motion are lengthy, and are included
in appendix A.
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This inclusion of a possible charge density in the bulk is a natural next
step for bottom-up models attempting to model real fermion systems better.
It allows for a boundary theory with an additional two tune-able parame-
ters, as well as a theoretically more sound description of low-temperature
systems. This is the system considered in paper IV, as it naturally extends
the work in paper I and III to include additional scales as well as being
a mode of instability for those system towards lower temperatures (some-
thing that is very natural to study as superconductivity is achieved for small
temperatures).
Most importantly, we find that this model retains the same takeaways
as the RN-model - it does not eliminate the exotic transition, the strongly
damped plasmon or the strong dependence on the dynamic metric.
The next thing we find is the introduction of a new mode to the system.
This mode is also hydrodynamic and is intricately related to waves in the
cloud. It starts off linearly, but experiences a similar exotic transition as the
plasmon.
5.4 Breaking translational invariance
Another very natural extension of a holographic model, is to emulate the
breaking of translational invariance in some form. In a metal, the material
is not identical everywhere. Macroscopically, it can be, but on a micro-
scopic level, there is a lattice structure that explicitly breaks the translation
symmetry of the electron gas. It is therefore interesting to investigate what
effects such breaking would have in a holographic model. There are sev-
eral ways to do this, with a range of complexities. We opted for one of
the simplest ones – an axion model that breaks the translation symmetries
homogeneously. This means that although they are broken, they are broken
identically everywhere. We get a rigidity to the system, but we don’t get a
lattice cell length. Although the rigidity is coupled to this length scale, it
is less intuitive to compare to than a cell length which can be immediately
compared to a wave length.
We leave the electron cloud model behind in favor of the less intricate




m2V (X) , (5.21)
where m is the mass, V (X) is a potential, and X is defined as gµν∂µφ
I∂νφ
I ,
where φI , I = x, y are Stückelberg scalars. This setup once again allows for
an analytic static background solution, similar to the one found in chapter
4. With a slightly optimized metric ansatz, setting L to unity,
ds2 = gµν dx
µxν = − 1
z2
(
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we find, as before,

















where V (v) is to be read as V (X)|z=v and radially constant
φI = αxI . (5.25)





rH , ρ =
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λQr2H , (5.26)





where once again V (1) should be interpreted as V (X) evaluated at the hori-
zon, z = 1. Note how the background is now parameterized by two values,
Q and α, but only the former appears in the holographic dictionary for the
chemical potential and charge density, meaning this model does not solve
the parameterization weaknesses that the electron cloud model did. The
parameter α always appear together with factors of m. One can therefore
without loss of generality set m = 1 and rescale α accordingly. The inclusion
of one additional field implies one additional equation of motion to solve for,
as well as alters the other equations of motion.
Depending on the choice of potential, one ends up with different types
of translation breaking models. We opted to study two particular models
that have been previously studied in other contexts. An identity potential,
V (X) = X corresponding to the linear axions model [71] which explicitly
breaks translational invariance, and a cubic potential, V (X) = X3 which in-
stead spontaneously breaks translational invariance [72]. Functionally these
are both interesting. Where the first one implements momentum losses to
external media (which could be the lattice or defects in the specific situation)
and the second one implements a sort of formation of internal rigidity to the
plasma itself, necessary for phonons in the medium. The corresponding
differential equations can be found in appendix A.3 and A.4.
These are the systems considered in paper V. Notably, we observe that
the inclusion of explicit symmetry breaking shortens the relaxation time of
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The inclusion of explicit symmetry breaking also increases the value of the
fitted plasma frequency, particularly at parameter values for which the plas-
mon mode is purely imaginary (diffusive). This would be a rather surprising
result in a system with quasiparticles, as it would imply that the effective
mass becomes smaller. In the strongly coupled system however, the same
argument cannot be made. Instead, this is simply interpreted as that in a
more rigid system, more energy is needed to excite the collective mode, a
rather natural conclusion.
For the spontaneously broken translational symmetry, also considered
in paper V, we make two important observations of how the behaviour of
the model changes. Firstly, there is an additional (Goldstone) mode, as
expected from this system [73], and secondly we observe a smooth transi-
tion from the typical fluid regime of the boundary theory into a more rigid
“crystal” regime. This is most prominently seen in the speed of sound of
modes, which transitions from its conformal value of 1/
√
2, to the elastic 1.
We also observe a competition behind the expected behaviour of a plasma
oscillation (gapped) and the expected behaviour of a sound wave (linear) in
the crystalline regime, which arguably is a rather healthy feature to have.
5.5 Transverse collective modes
Where our interest lies primarily in the longitudinal sector (the sector in
which what is typically referred to as the plasmon exists), the separation be-
tween a longitudinal and a transverse sector is only truly possible for rather
simple, isotropic systems. With the ultimate goal of describing plasmons
seen in the lab, the transverse sector cannot be fully neglected. Common
experimental setups include magnetic fields, which break the isotropy of
systems and mixes the sectors.
Thankfully, treating the transverse sector is rather similar to the treat-
ment of the longitudinal sector, with the additional advantage of significantly
fewer fields and equations. The core is still to make sure that the boundary
fields obey Maxwell’s equations, and in particular Ampère’s law (5.1). Fol-
lowing the same treatment as in section 5.1 this takes a similar form to the
longitudinal sector (5.5). If we stick to the Reissner-Nordström model of








z→0 = 0 , (5.29)
where k is still in the x-direction. That is, we once again do not want to
impose Dirichlet boundary conditions, but rather this mixed condition.
We chose to consider transverse collective modes only in the models with
momentum dissipation, which of course still includes the RN-metal as a spe-
cial case, and our findings resulted in paper VI. Starting from this special
case, we find the dispersion curves in the transverse sector and find that
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they follow the expectations rather well, modulated similarly to the longitu-
dinal dispersion relations due to the strongly coupled nature of the system.
There is a slight difference in nature of how the gap of the “transverse plas-
mon” arises, due to how in the longitudinal sector, there is a sound mode
it interacts with, whereas in the transverse sector there is only a diffusion
mode which it doesn’t interact with, simplifying the transition. This holds
true until we also break translational invariance. With the symmetry ex-
plicitly broken, these modes starts to interact with each other, but unlike
in the longitudinal case, here they repel, which does not affect the disper-
sion relations as much. With spontaneously broken translation symmetry,
an additional mode appears, as expected, and interacts with the previously
existing diffusion mode, instead giving rise to a translational sound mode.
5.6 Magnetic fields and broken parity
When conducting real experiments in the lab, it is a common scenario to
have the material in an external magnetic field. This significantly affects the
symmetries of the system, as the directions along or against the magnetic
field lines are no longer equal, breaking parity invariance. In these systems,
it is no longer possible to separate a longitudinal and a transverse sector.
As an extension of previous work however, the addition is quite straight-
forward. We consider the RN-metal of chapter 4 once again, but as we build
primarily on the addition of the transverse sector, we stick with the conven-
tions used in 5.4, simply without Lφ. In this model, the background gauge
field is adjusted to include a magnetic field,
Aµ = L
(
h(z) 0 Bx 0
)
, (5.30)





This means the black hole in the bulk is now truly a dyonic black hole, car-



























The next crucial step to incorporate Maxwell’s equations on the boundary
is once again to translate them into boundary conditions. In this setting,
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it corresponds to implementing both boundary conditions (5.5) and (5.29)
in the full boundary value matrix (4.33). The full system of 9 coupled
differential equations needs to be solved, and the equations can be found in
appendix A.5.
This is the system considered in VII, where we limit ourselves to consider
neutral systems, where there exists excellent previous theoretical results
from magnetohydrodynamics [55] which our results can be compared to,
in the hydrodynamic limit. We find excellent agreement in this particular
limit, but some rather important break downs as one considers modes further
away from the origin in the (ω, k)-plane. Most significantly, we capture
more modes, which further away from the small B-limit become increasingly
important, something hydrodynamics cannot capture. Additionally, we find
higher order corrections typically neglected in hydrodynamic treatments.
Chapter 6
Future Directions
In papers I-VII the dynamic charge response of strongly coupled matter
is treated in terms bottom-up holography. Several significant properties
are found, such as the strongly damped, gapped bulk plasmon in paper I,
and the characteristic ω ∝
√
k dispersion of the 2D plasmon in paper II.
Novel behaviour is discovered and discussed in paper III, that has not yet
been accessible to experiments, and the robustness of these results through
parameters space and different bulk models is observed in paper IV. In paper
V, explicit and spontaneously broken translation symmetries are added to
the system and studied. In the same symmetry broken phases, the transverse
modes are studied in VI. And in VII, the experimentally relevant setup of
including an external magnetic field is considered.
This might seem like a rather extensive search and expansion of the
treatment of plasmons holographically, but there are still plenty of interest-
ing questions to follow up in these papers. The most significant improvement
of the results and usefulness of this framework is likely to consider better
and more general models, a few of which I’d like to highlight here, as they’ve
sparked enough interest to generate some additional research from myself.
Firstly, all the models considered so far in this thesis are bottom-up.
Whereas these are advanced enough to include the necessary parts, the
quantum consistency guaranteed from a top-down string theory model is
very alluring. Secondly, the number of spatial dimensions in the boundary
theory has so far been two, in contrast to the three we see in reality. Where
the effects of this extra dimension for simpler systems are rather unimpor-
tant, the more advanced the model becomes, the less true this statement
remains. For instance, in the case of a magnetic field in two dimensions,
it effectively always points in the “third”, i.e. always perpendicular to both
transverse and longitudinal waves. In three dimensions however, this is
clearly not the case, and to study any non-perpendicular angle between
magnetic field and mode, the model would need an additional spatial di-
mension. Similar arguments can be made for any anisotropic system, and
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in fact, high temperature superconductors such as the cuprates are often
layered materials, i.e. explicitly anisotropic, even macroscopically.
Both these points lead us to develop an entirely new model, that of VIII.
This model considers a bulk with a number of fully backreacted intersect-
ing D5 and (black) D3-branes, with an additional probe D7-brane with a
Dirac-Born-Infeld action. The D5-branes span two of the spatial boundary
dimensions, and are smeared in the third resulting in a layered boundary
theory. This is a quite intricate, but very powerful and flexible model, in
which we studied the quasi-normal modes, but never got quite all the way
to study plasmons. Taking the last step to include Coulomb interactions is
work in progress, and some initial results can be found in this Master’s thesis
[74]. An alternative approach to layered materials, staying in the bottom-up
picture, was carried out in [59].
Staying instead in the bottom-up picture, the most natural extension is
the inclusion of one additional spatial dimension, moving to AdS5. Where an
odd number of dimensions provide some additional challenges, due to tran-
scendental series and logarithmic divergences, this is by all means math-
ematical difficulties that can be overcome with some standard methods.
When moving to AdS5, another door opens, due to the possible anisotropy
between directions, and that is the possible study of surface plasmon polari-
tons, which are some of the most commonly studied plasmons in the lab.
These are collective excitations that live in the interface between a metal
and the surrounding medium. Work on this is currently being made and
some preliminary developments are available in this Master’s thesis [75].
Another avenue worth pursuing are holographic superconductors. Previ-
ous work yielding holographic superconductors couple the bulk to an addi-
tional charged scalar field, and it would be interesting to treat those models
with a proper dynamic charge response as in the paper I-IV. This is work in
progress by Gran et al. and some initial work was presented in this Master’s
thesis [76].
Another improvement on the models considered above would be to con-
sider an explicit lattice, i.e. not only break translations but actually include
a periodic background potential. This significantly complicates things, im-
mediately promoting ordinary differential equations into partial differential
equations, with the additional problem of how exactly these potentials would
look, but a possible starting point would be similar treatments as in [77–79].
There are also numerous experimental developments targeting strange
metals that would be highly beneficial for these theoretical studies, as the
experimental techniques that can probe these dynamic properties of strange
metals have only been available the last few years. Apart from more exper-
imental data in general, data especially near the novel behaviour found in
III and IV would be of particular interest.
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Appendix A
Perturbation equations
In the following sections are the equations of motion for the perturbations
in the models used.
A.1 Equations of motion: EC, and RN
These are the equations of motion for the electron cloud bulk model. The
equations of motion for the Reissner-Nordström bulk model are similar, and
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A.2 Constraint equations: EC and RN
These are the constraint equations for the electron cloud bulk model. These
are satisfied by solutions to the equations of motion above. The constraints
for the Reissner-Nordström bulk model are similar, and obtained by let-
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A.3 Equations of motion: linear axions
These are the perturbation equations of motion for the linear axions poten-
tial V (X) = X of section 5.4.










































































































































































































































































































A.4 Equations of motion: Cubic potential
These are the perturbation equations of motion for the cubic potential
V (X) = X3 of section 5.4.
















































































































































































































































































































A.5 Equations of motion: Magnetic fields
These are the perturbation equations of motion for the RN-metal in an
external magnetic field.
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δgyy-variation equation:
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